Map 5

Traced from Smith's papers
Howard Libs. vol. 18 by T. D. jr

Drawn by Mr. Hillard Hall
Bennington Oct. 15, 1826
(very accurate)
Ground examined by myself
at the time. J. Sparks.

Battle of Bennington
Aug. 16th, 1777

1. Place of commence of 1st action
2. Hill where a stand was attempted
3. Americans reinforced by Warner's regiment
4. Cannon posted in first battle
5. Stark's advance

From Judge Henry's encampment about 1/2
" Backman's place of Dow's burial about 3/4
" place of E. B. brick house 1/2
" first fordyce's first fordyce's 1/4
" first fordyce's 1/16th
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